
Call: 207-922-2277

2016 HONDA CR-V IN BANGOR, ME $24495.00

44 GRIFFIN RD BANGOR ME,

Scan QR Code or Click Here

VIN: 5J6RM4H90GL024744 COLOR: COPPER
STK#: E904377 MILEAGE: 28444
EXTERIOR COLOR: COPPER INTERIOR COLOR: NOT SPECIFIED
DRIVETRAIN: NOT SPECIFIED TRANSMISSION: CVT
TRIM: TOURING ENGINE: 4 CYLINDER ENGINE

CONDITION: USED MPG CITY: 25

DESCRIPTION/OPTIONS: This newly arrived Copper 2016 Honda CR-V Touring with only 28444 miles is a rare find and would be a great
choice for your next vehicle! nnnnConvenience Distance pacing cruise control - Set it and forget it. Road trips used to be stressful. Cruise
control only managed speed, but not distance or safety. Now, with Distance pacing cruise control, simply set your desired speed and let
sensor technology maintain a safe distance between you and the vehicle ahead. Distance pacing cruise control; your ultimate co-pilot.Safety
and Security Lane departure prevention - Keep it between the lines. It only takes a moment of inattention for your vehicle to drift. With lane
departure prevention, your vehicle takes corrective action to help you avoid unintentionally moving out of your lane. Lane departure
prevention is an extra level of safety for you and those around you. Forward collision mitigation - Forward thinking. You look away for just a
second and suddenly the vehicle in front of you has stopped. That's when the forward collision mitigation system comes to life. When it
senses an impending impact, it will activate a combination of features to help prevent or reduce the severity of an accident. Forward
collision mitigation is always looking ahead. Rear camera - Watching your back! The rear camera helps you see obstacles and hazards you
otherwise couldn't by showing enhanced images of what is behind you. The rear camera is an extra set of eyes that's both convenient and
safe. Brake assist - Stop right there. Something jumps out into the middle of the road and you need to stop now! With brake assist, you will.
It uses the speed of the brake pedal's travel to sense panic braking, then applies all available power to boost your stopping power. Brake
assist can stop the accident before it is one.nn nnTo be sure you don't miss out, give us a call at 207-922-2277 and schedule a test drive. We
have 2 locations - 44 Griffin Rd. in Bangor, and 39 Downeast Highway in Ellsworth. Call to verify vehicle's location.nnLinnehan's Right Way
Auto - home of the 6 month 6 000 mile warranty and no Doc Fees ever! Right Way Auto has 100's of reviews on Facebook and Google with a
4.9 Star Average! DISCLAIMER: Vehicle may or may not have all of the computer generated equipment/options listed. The system lists all
options commonly available within that package but this does not mean this vehicle necessarily is equipped with all of them. Please verify
desired options prior to purchase.
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